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Immortal Daddy
Immortality always comes with a price In a world where immortals and humans collide unexpected
desire can bring the ultimate conflict. For under the cloak of darkness passion can erupt and singe the
heart.

The Immortal Seed
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The diaosi young Lin Jie bravely to catch the thief, but the thief's blue brick to knock the head,
accidentally obtained the celestial realm patrol system. I'm rich Sin Detection Radar item, Chang'e
mooncake, there are so many treasures that it explodes! What? Catching bad guys and giving them
rewards was incredibly satisfying. Exquisite immortal pills, various divine abilities, ah, and the gift of
fairies The school belle, the policewoman, the big stars couldn't catch up Life is too comfortable!

Immortal Writers
Don't miss Evermore, the first book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York Times bestselling The Immortals
series. Enter an enchanting new world where true love never dies. . . After a horrible accident claimed
the lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom can see people's auras, hear their thoughts, and
know someone's entire life story by touching them. Going out of her way to avoid human contact and
suppress her abilities, she has been branded a freak at her new high school—but everything changes when
she meets Damen Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and wealthy. He's the only one who can silence
the noise and random energy in her head—wielding a magic so intense, it's as though he can peer straight
into her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper into his enticing world of secrets and mystery, she's left with
more questions than answers. And she has no idea just who he really is—or what he is. The only thing she
knows to be true is that she's falling deeply and helplessly in love with him.

Immortal
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A top model is dead--and the suspect is none other than Eve Dallas's best friend.

Immortal in Death
"When an ordinary peasant youth had the memories of his past life as a martial arts expert, what sort of
extraordinary imprint would be left behind by his journey of Immortal cultivation?" When he
accidentally inherited the blood essence of an ancient primal chaos god, what heights would he reach?
"Then we will see how Li Yi goes from the cultivation world to the Immortal World, and then back up to
the Heavenly Realms, and achieve a godless career that has never been seen before. Even if the heavens
are destroyed, I will never be destroyed!"

This Immortal
Xu Feng, who was originally the son of a hunter, got a mysterious gathering spirit disk that can produce
spirit liquid when hunting black apes, and then entered the cultivation world.Kill ghost cultivation and
get the favor of the largest sect.A kind teacher, let him learn unique skills from three schools, but he got
to know each beautiful woman and left a relationship.Go to the place of dragon and meteor to test and
get the heart method of swallowing the heaven and earth, which has become more powerful since
then.After the trial, he founded the God cult, fought with the devil cult, killed the leader of the devil cult,
and took three beauties to the fairyland.
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Immortal
Some people live forever. Some die a thousand times. And others never live at all. I awoke to a pigsnout in my face, the smell of slop assaulting my nose. With a start, I rolled off my straw pile and hit my
knees against the hard wooden floor of the barn. The pig laughed at me as he rubbed his snout against
my tattered dress. "Shut your snout, Wil," I said, rubbing my knees as I picked myself off the floor. Wil
just shook his head, oinking even louder as he pranced away toward the other eleven pigs. The barn
wasn't very big. It had barely enough room for the thirteen of us, but it was the coziest place I'd ever
slept. A quick glance around told me the sun was just waking, wisps of sunlight beginning to appear
through the slats. I shivered as I checked the health of each pig, my bare feet slapping against the
puddles left by the rain the night before. I pointedly ignored my distorted reflection in the water. I didn't
need any reminders. I saved Wil for last, checking his hoofs and snout with care. He was easy to pick
out because he had a brown spot around his left eye and he was bigger than the other pigs. That also
meant he'd be the first to go. It was only a matter of time.Confident everyone was healthy, I allowed
myself to return to my pile of straw. It would be a little while longer before the rest of the farm would
awake, giving me enough time to work on my gift. With great care, I took the gift from beside my bed
and placed it on my lap, examining it before continuing my work. It was a necklace made of straw, my
most intricate design to date. It had already come apart several times, but it seemed the gift was finally
coming together. A storm of emotions whirled within me as I pulled back my curly hair, tying it in a
knot to keep it from interfering with my work. Then I went about examining my bed, looking for just the
right piece of straw to add to the necklace. That was when I heard the shouts from outside, coming
closer by the second. Kendrick. I immediately started sweating, fighting the dread threatening to
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overtake me. There were plenty of reasons he could be coming to the barn. Though only one of them
would bring him out this early Suddenly, Kendrick kicked in the fragile barn door, a satisfied smile on
his face. "Morning, Allie!" Kendrick said, his eyes disturbingly wild as he licked his lips. He was the
eeriest twelve-year-old I'd ever met. "Good morning, Master Kendrick," I replied, bowing as I carefully
placed the necklace in the pocket of my dress.Kendrick eyed me, looking me up and down before finally
nodding. "Guess what? I made my voice as light as possible. "What?" "I said to guess," Kendrick
frowned, "don't you listen?" I nodded, counting to three before answering. "My apologies, Master
Kendrick. Is it Market already?" He smiled wickedly, "no guess again." Just then I heard the sound of
wheels squeaking outside the barn, confirming my fear. Fighting a whimper, I gave in. "It's Feeding
day." Kendrick nodded vigorously, skipping over to the pigs in delight. "Do you wanna choose which
one?" My hands began to tremble. "You know your father will choose." Kendrick frowned at me again,
but said nothing as my owner appeared in the doorway. He was a tall man, muscular and disapproving.
"Dad, can you make Allie choose the pig this time?" Kendrick asked, imitating his father as he
straightened his posture. "Good morning, Master Smith," I said, bowing once again. "Lower," Smith
growled, his eyes cutting me. He was dressed in his finest clothes, sporting both a hat and cane, just as
he always did for Feeding day. I bowed again as low as I could manage, holding the position as blood
rushed to my head. I waited a full five seconds before straightening back up, inwardly seething.

Immortal Temptation: Immortal Desire / Immortal, Insatiable, Indomitable / Playing with
Fire / Resurrection / Nocturnal Whispers (Mills & Boon Nocturne)
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In his previous life, the Immortal Emperor Ye Chen, who had been dominating the universe and had
fallen under the heavenly tribulation, had returned to the earth where he was twenty years old. In my
previous life, I had many regrets. This time, I will roam the world, but there are many things that have
happened. I will return to the Immortal Emperor position and create a brand-new world!

The Art of Blade of the Immortal
Presents thirty-six stories depicting urban life in Russia in the 1970s and 1980s that describe the various
circumstances facing women and the difficulties of maintaining relationships

The Immortal
Percy Jackson meets The League of Extraordinary Gentleman meets Sherlock In Victorian London,
13-year-old Luke Frankenstein dreams of joining The Immortals - a supernatural crime-fighting squad,
founded by his father Victor. But when Luke secretly follows the Immortals on a mission against the
Dark Pharaoh Sanakhte, he is killed. Luke's body is preserved for 160 years before he is reanimated in
the modern day, his body bestowed with superhuman powers and fitted with modern upgrades. Sanakhte
has returned and Luke must reunite the scattered Immortals. But to destroy Sanakhte, Luke must
uncover a terrible secret hidden in his past. Inside cover printing features a comic strip detailing more of
the Last Immortals' adventures! Now shortlisted for the Bolton Children's Fiction Award 2017
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Immortal
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797–1851) was an English novelist, dramatist, and short story writer,
universally known for her Gothic novel “Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus.” This volume
consists of four wonderful stories of fi ction: “The Dream,” “The Mortal Immortal,” “Transformation”
and “The Invisible Girl.”

Immortal: Last Call
Liu Xuanhun passed through the cultivation world and became the unrivaled immortal cultivator,
returning to the city after going through many hardships. He realized that his beloved wife had even
given birth to an adorable daughter for him. Should he leave his family to cultivate hard, or stop
cultivating and become a good father? He decided that he wanted to be both an invincible immortal
cultivator and a loving father!

Immortal
“I’m something like sixty-thousand years old, and I’ve probably thought more about my own death than
any living being has thought about any subject, ever. I used to be unduly preoccupied with what might
constitute a “good death”, although interestingly, this has always been an after-the-fact analysis. What I
mean is, following a near-death experience, I’ll generally perform a quiet review of the circumstances
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and judge whether that death would have been objectively good, by whatever metric one uses for that
kind of thing. I’m not nearly that self-reflective while in the midst of said near-death experience. Facing
death, the predominant thought is always not like this.” A disease threatening the lives of
everyone—human and non-human—has been loosed upon the world, by an arch-enemy Adam didn’t even
know he had. That’s just the first of his problems. Adam’s also in jail, facing multiple counts of murder,
at least a few of which are accurate. He may never see the inside of a courtroom, because there remains a
bounty on his head—put there by the aforementioned arch-enemy—that someone is bound to try to collect
while he’s stuck behind bars. Meanwhile, Adam’s sitting on some tantalizing evidence that there might
be a cure, but to find it, he’s going to have to get out of jail, get out of the country, and track down the
man responsible. He can’t do any of that alone, but he also can’t rely on any of his non-human friends
for help, not when they’re all getting sick. What he needs is a particularly gifted human, who can do
things no other human is capable of. He knows one such person. He calls himself a fixer, and he’s
Adam’s—and possibly the world’s—last hope. That’s provided he believes any of it. Immortal: Last Call is
the sixth book in the Immortal Novel Series, and also the end of a long journey for one immortal man.

Strongest Immortal Emperor in City
Immortal Water offers a unique portrayal of the very human fear of ageing. The novel depicts two men
from two time periods: the Spanish conquistador Juan Ponce de Leon in the 16th Century and a retired
teacher named Ross Porter in contemporary times, both in the midst of life altering crises. Inside parallel
plots the two men form an obsession with a quixotic search for the mythical fountain of youth. The
protagonists sparkle into fullness as each is depicted in his struggle to remain vital while age slowly
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steals his significance away.

The Immortal Nicholas
Liz comes home from her first book tour to be kidnapped by a mysterious man in a black hood. Her life
changes forever when she discovers that her fantasy books have come to life and her villain is trying to
take over the world. As an Immortal Writer, can she master magic and slay dragons in time to save the
world from the villain she created?

The Mortal Immortal
The supreme immortal doctor of Sky Dragon Continent, was ambushed by a group of immortal
emperors while he was going through heavenly tribulation. Unfortunately, he died, his primordial spirit
broke through the spatial turbulence and came to earth, borrowing the body of a cowardly and cowardly
medical student, Zhong Ming, to change his fate.

Immortal
First published as: Glittering waves: collected illustrations from Blade of the Immortal. Tokyo, Japan:
Kodansha, 2008.
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The Diary of an Immortal (1945-1959)
When the griffin Galator flees to Earth after his failed rebellion, the Lord Protector of Etheria, Lask
Somadar, must go after him before the griffin can share the secrets of Immortality and ignite a war
between Earth and Etheria. However, what was meant to be a quick and covert mission quickly
complicates when Lask encounters Myranda, a refugee from Galator's swath of destruction. Lask soon
finds that it is not only his kingdom at stake, but his heart as well.

Immortal Love
An exploration of one of the most universal human obsessions charts the rise of longevity science from
its alchemical beginnings to modern-day genetic interventions and enters the world of those whose lives
are shaped by a belief in immortality.

The Immortal Throne
Arresting System in the Immortal Realm
When Adriana, a brilliant young archaeologist, accepts a position at the Museum of Archaeology in her
hometown of Santander, Spain, she never imagines that her new boss has lived through the history she
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can only study.Iago, the charismatic technical director of the museum, is more than ten thousand years
old but appears to be only thirty-five. Iago and his family are longevos—people who never seem to age
after reaching adulthood. The ancient family is divided: Iago's brother and sister seek the source of their
longevity in hopes of creating more like themselves, while Iago and his father fear the repercussions of
the true Fountain of Youth. A dangerous game of power and knowledge that has played out over eons
becomes even more complicated when Adriana attracts both brothers' attention—and learns their secret.
Filled with science, history, and passion, The Immortal Collection transports the reader through time and
space, from the days of cavemen, through the Roaring Twenties, to the charming plazas of contemporary
Spain. Ancient history meets cutting-edge research in this modern love story and sweeping historical
saga.

Love Immortal
When physician Benjamin Smith wakes up eighty-three years in the future--in the year 2071--after a
cryonic sleep, he finds that although humankind has mastered cloning and eternal youth, emotional and
ethical predicaments are still prevalent

Legend of the Tao Immortal
No one is safe, and no one is to be trusted as the bloody war that began in Stella Gemmell's The City
continues The dreaded emperor is dead. The successor to the throne is his nemesis, Archange. Many
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hope her reign will usher in a new era of freedom and stability. Soon however, word arises of a massive
army gathering in the shadows of the north. They are eager to lay waste to the City and annihilate
anyone--man, woman, or child--within it. Yet just as the swords clang in fields wet with the blood of
warriors, family feuds, ancient rivalries, and political battles rage on within the cold stone walls of the
City. A hero must rise up and restore the peace before anything left to fight for is consumed by the
madness.

The Immortal Marriage
“Required reading for budding happy mutants and their grownups . . . Perfectly wonderful and
wonderfully perfect” (Boing Boing). A shameful fact about humanity is that some people can be so ugly
that no one will be friends with them. It is shameful that humans can be so cruel, and it is shameful that
humans can be so ugly. So begins the incredible story of Myron Horowitz, a disfigured thirteen-year-old
just trying to fit in at his Pennsylvania school. When an encounter with a bully leads to a mysterious
explosion—and Myron lying unconscious and naked in the wreckage of the cafeteria—he discovers he is an
immortal lycanthrope . . . a were-mammal who can transform from human to animal. He also discovers
that there are others like him, and many of them want Myron dead. “People will turn into animals,” says
the razor-witted narrator of this tour-de-force, “and here come ancient secrets and rivers of blood.”
“Johnson’s debut novel is original and thought-provoking, especially the unique mythology intertwined
with literary and historical references.” —School Library Journal “Filled with sarcasm and humor, this
book will appeal to all teens . . . Teachers will love the high-level vocabulary (and content clues),
sophisticated mathematical and scientific references, and non-stop allusions to writers, poets, books, and
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historical events.” —VOYA “I believe that readers, both young and old will find Immortal Lycanthropes
an enjoyable read. Funny and exciting, with the trip being just as important as the destination.” —Comic
Booked

The Last Immortal
Jagger Baird and his family are caught in the crossfire in an attack by the 13th Tribe, a band of
immortals condemned to endless life on Earth for worshipping pagan gods, who are trying to earn their
way to heaven by killing sinners.

The Immortal
Professor Bharadvaj is more than just another whisky-loving, gun-toting historian-for-hire. Behind the
assumed identity of a cynical academic is a man who has walked the earth for scores of years. He is
Asvatthama-the cursed immortal, the man who cannot die. When Professor Bharadvaj is approached by
the enigmatic Maya Jervois to search for a historical artefact unlike any other, he is reluctant to pursue it.
The object in question, the Vajra, is rumoured to possess incredible alchemical powers, but the Professor
does not believe it exists. After all, he has spent many lifetimes-and identities-searching for it, in a bid to
unearth the secret to his unending life. Yet, as the evidence of the Vajra's existence becomes increasingly
compelling, the professor is plunged into an adrenaline-fuelled adventure that takes him from the
labyrinthine passages beneath the Somnath temple to the legendary home of the siddhas in the Nilgiris,
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and finally into the deserts of Pakistan to solve a confounding puzzle left behind by the ancients. But
who is behind the dangerous mercenaries trying to thwart his discoveries at every step? And is the
professor-a legendary warrior in a long-ago life-cursed to walk the path of death and bloodshed forever?

"Oliver Twist;"
In an age of wonderous beauty and terrible secrets, one man searches for his destiny In the majestic heart
of Florence, a beautiful golden-haired boy is abandoned and subjected to cruelty beyond words. But
Luca Bastardo is anything but an ordinary boy. Across two centuries of passion and intrigue, Luca will
discover an astonishing gift—one that will lead him to embrace the ancient mysteries of alchemy and
healing and to become a trusted confidant to the powerful Medicis…even as he faces persecution from a
sadistic cabal determined to wrest his secrets for themselves. But as the Black Death and the Inquisition
wreak havoc on his beloved city, Luca’s survival lies in the quest to solve two riddles. One is the enigma
of his parents and his ageless beauty. The other is a choice between immortality and the only chance to
find his one true love. As Luca journeys through the heights of the Renaissance, befriends Giotto and
Leonardo Da Vinci—140 years apart—and pursues the most closely guarded secrets of religious faith and
science for the answers to his own burning questions, his remarkable search will not only change
him…but will change the course of history. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The First Immortal
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"Surviving sixty thousand years takes cunning and more than a little luck. But in the twenty-first
century, Adam confronts new dangers-someone has found out what he is, a demon is after him, and he
has run out of places to hide. Worst of all, he has had entirely too much to drink. Immortal is a first
person confessional penned by a man who is immortal, but not invincible. In an artful blending of sci-fi,
adventure, fantasy, and humor, Immortal introduces us to a world with vampires, demons and other
"magical" creatures, yet a world without actual magic"--P. [4] of cover.

Conquer Immortals
“Vivid and elliptical If you've ever asked yourself what would have happened if Philip Marlowe had
been Odysseus here is a clue to the answer.” —NEW WORLDS THE HUGO AWARD-WINNING
FIRST NOVEL EVER WRITTEN BY THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE CHRONICLES OF
AMBER! Conrad Nomikos has a long, rich personal history that he'd rather not talk about. And, as Arts
Commissioner, he's been given a job he'd rather not do. Escorting an alien grandee on a guided tour of
the shattered remains of Earth is not something he relishes-especially when it is apparent that this places
him at the center of high-level intrigue that has some bearing on the future of Earth itself! "Roger
Zelazny [was] the compleat New Wave author, so daring he could pen nothing without perturbing some
creaky icon so strong a writer, so moving in the sweep of his plots and imagery."—David Brin

Immortal Water
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New York Times and USA Today best-selling paranormal romance author Felicity Heaton presents:
Love Immortal (A Vampire Romance Novel) Rescued from werewolves by the most breathtaking man
she's ever seen, Lauren is dragged into the fight of her life and a dark world she never knew existed.
There, she discovers that she's the latest reincarnation of a goddess and must drink the blood of her
immortal protector, Julian, in order to reawaken and continue her three thousand year old mission to
defeat Lycaon, the original werewolf. With the help of Julian and an organisation of people with
supernatural abilities, Lauren fights for her life, their future and the fate of mankind against Lycaon and
his deadly army, but can she succeed when Lycaon has killed all of her predecessors? Can she crack the
armour around Julian's heart and seize her happily forever after with him? And can Julian bring himself
to trust Lauren with the fragments of his heart after everything he's been through? Other stand alone
paranormal romance books by Felicity Heaton Forbidden Blood Ascension Blood and Snow Vampire
for Christmas

City's Super Immortal Cultivator
During the liberation of the Dachau concentration camp in April 1945, a US Army medic discovers a
Nazi immortality formula designed for Adolf Hitler. Inundated by death and destruction, he begins
consuming the formula and traces its origin to a monastery in China where he learns some of mankind's
oldest secrets and encounters an ancient race of immortals planning world domination.

The Immortal Novel
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This breathtaking, reverberating survey of human nature finds Kundera still attempting to work out the
meaning of life without losing his acute sense of humour. It is one of those great unclassifiable
masterpieces that appear once every twenty years or so. 'It will make you cleverer, maybe even a better
lover. Not many novels can do that.' Nicholas Lezard, GQ

Immortal
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss\fprq2\fcharset0 Arial;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2057\f0\fs20 While carrying out an autopsy on a body recently brought into a
morgue in Santa Fe, county coroner Alexis Cruz makes a surprising discovery. Lodged in the dead man's
femur is a musket ball which, carbon dating reveals, was fired some 200 years earlier in the American
Civil War. But before she can notify the authorities, Alexis disappears. \par The DIA call in Ethan
Warner and his partner, Nicola Lopez, to find the missing coroner. But the closer they come to
unlocking the terrifying truth, the nearer they unknowingly bring a warped and dangerous individual to
achieving a catastrophic goal. \par }

The Immortal Collection
Leng Fan is an orphan who grew up in Taoism. He always remembers his parents and sister. Therefore,
he couldn't continue to cultivate in Taoism. The master asked him to go down the mountain to find a
solution. Leng Fan came down the mountain. He didn't care about money and beauty at first. He was
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very kind, but this couldn't escape his natural luck. Various beauties are approaching him, and various
opportunities to get rich are also chasing him. Finally, he chose to become a practitioner in the
city.☆About the Author☆Lingchen Qichuang, a new online novel author. His novel "City's Super
Immortal Cultivator" has attracted a lot of attention. The novel has twists and turns, and the characters
have delicate feelings, which is loved by many people.

The 13th Tribe
"Bestselling author Glenn Beck re-tells the story of Santa Claus, imagining him at the first Christmas
and casting him as a guardian for the infant and adult Jesus"--

Evermore
The Book of Immortality
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author who has kept readers on the edge of their seats with her
phenomenal Fallen Angels novels, comes one of the most heart-stirring and eagerly anticipated events in
that acclaimed series. The Creator invented the game, and the stakes are nothing less than the fate of the
quick and the dead: seven souls, seven crossroads. Reluctant savior Jim Heron has compromised
himself, his body and his soul, and yet he’s on the verge of losing everything Including Sissy, the
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innocent he freed from Hell. Jim’s determined to protect her—but this makes her a weakness the demon
Devina can exploit. With Jim torn between the game and the woman he’s sworn to defend, evil’s more
than ready to play dirty. Humanity’s savior is prepared to do anything to win—even embark on a suicide
mission into the shadows of Purgatory. True love is Jim’s only hope for survival—and victory. But can a
man with no heart and no soul be saved by something he doesn’t believe in?

Peerless Immortal Doctor
1927. Atherton, was an American Feminist and writer of social and historical fiction, much of it set in
California. Although her reputation is founded primarily on her California fiction and essays, as well her
biography of Alexander Hamilton, Atherton also produced a number of Gothic stories, some of them,
such as The Bell in the Fog, were considered significant achievements in the Gothic/supernaturalist
tradition. The story begins: Axiochus of Miletus was dead and in the dark hour before dawn the doors of
his house were thrown open, the flute boy gave signal, the professional dirge-singers raised their voices
in lamentation and issued into the street beating their breasts. The male relatives and friends followed,
immediately preceding the body on its couch borne by slaves. See other titles by this author available
from Kessinger Publishing.

Immortality
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Immortal Lycanthropes
Computer technology and modern science have produced a way for humans to live forever, but has
modern medicine created a monster? In a gripping tale about the significance of human mortality, Roque
tells the amazing story of the results of one man's attempts to achieve immortality.
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